
Superman: Red Son

Super Villains…..



• Superman: Red Son
• DC Comics, 2003
• Writer: Mark Millar (1969-)
• premise: what if  Kal-El had 

landed in the Soviet Union 
during the Cold War instead 
of  the U.S.



• exploded A-bomb in 1949

Soviet Attempts to Catch Up

• exploded A-bomb in 1945

• exploded H-bomb in 1952• exploded H-bomb in 
1953

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r0dUIq8gHgc


• Sputnik
• World’s 1st artificial satellite
• launched by the Soviet Union
• October 4, 1957



• Superman: Red Son
• historical allusions
• Cold War competition

• “…Russia winning the Space Race”
• Eisenhower announcement of  Soviet possession 

of  Superman
• “…the Cold War just evolved into a whole new 

animal…”
• Stalin

• Iosif (“Joseph”) Vissarionovich Stalin (1878-1953)
• ruled over Soviet Union from c. 1928 to 1953
• stal = steel

• N.K.V.D. = People’s Commissariat of  Internal 
Affairs
• Soviet secret police in the 1930s
• presided over the Great Terror in 1936-38
• headed by Nikolai Yezhov (1895-1940)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sXwSbkdVQro


• Lavrenty Beria (1899-1953)
• probably the model for ”Pyotr

Roslov”



• Examples of  alternate historical reality
• Nixon assassinated in 1963
• Kennedy president in 1970s

• married to Norma Jeane
• most countries eventually became socialist

• except USA and Chile
• USA also fragmenting, in chaos

• civil war of  1986



• Analytical themes
• political systems

• socialism
• socialism vs. “superman”

• freedom vs. economic security
• does Superman impose total control? Like Stalin?

• chaos vs. order
• USA vs. Soviet Union in later years

• Luthor as President vs. Superman as Premiere
• demagogue vs. demagogue
• Superman: “I offered them utopia, but they fought for the right to 

live in hell”
• what is the role of  Batman?

• issue of  genius
• Lex Luthor

• gender
• how does Lex treat Lois?
• how does Superman treat Wonder Woman?
• masculinity: Superman, Lex Luthor, Stalin



1. Excerpt one sentence from the reading by Frank Verano ("Superheroes Need 
Supervillains") that you think captures the relationship between Superman and Lex 
Luthor in the graphic novel Superman: Red Son. Explain your answer with an example 
from Superman: Red Son.

2. What is meant by "moral pornography" in the assigned article by Pizarro and 
Baumeister? Do you see any way that we might apply the idea to Superman: Red Son? 
Give a specific example from the novel.

3. Do you see graphic novels that deal with "alternate histories' such as Watchmen or 
Superman: Red Son as useful in learning about the moral complexity of  history (e.g., 
about the Cold War or about the Reagan era) or do you find them mostly just 
indulgent fantasies good for entertainment but not much else. Use either Watchmen or
Red Son to explain your answer (w/ appropriate examples).

Optional Extra Credit question (will give you one or two EXTRA check marks, 
depending on your answer): Do you find the concept of  "moral pornography" useful 
in thinking about either Frank Miller's The Dark Knight Returns or Alan Moore's 
Watchmen? Give examples.


